Dodge intrepid alternator wiring

The alternator in the 2. In models with larger engines, you should only need half an hour to
replace the alternator. Alternator shops will repair an alternator or sell you a new or rebuilt
replacement. Replacements are also available at most auto parts shops. Lift the front end of the
car, using the jack, and place it on jack stands. Remove the plastic splash guard from the
underside of the engine. It is held in place by several bolts. Unbolt the transmission cooler, then
move it out of the way. Remove the brace that holds up the radiator. Use a jack stand to hold up
the radiator. Remove the belt. Unscrew the nut that holds the battery cable to the alternator,
then remove the cable. Unplug the other electrical connector, as well. Replace the alternator.
The steps are the reverse of the removal procedure. Torque the nut on the battery cable to 90
in-lb. Torque the mounting and pivot bolts to 40 ft. Unplug the connectors from the alternator. A
nut holds the battery cable in place. Install the replacement part in the reverse order of the
removal procedure. The battery cable nut should be torqued to 85 in. In , Jonathan Ryan began
writing design documents describing digital marketing promotions for clients such as Heinz
Ketchup and Kellogg's. His work also appears on eHow. In addition to working with all things
computer-related, he has experience with home improvement and auto repair. Step 1 Unhook
the battery. Remove the negative cable first, then the positive one. Step 2 Lift the front end of
the car, using the jack, and place it on jack stands. Step 3 Remove the plastic splash guard from
the underside of the engine. Step 4 Unbolt the transmission cooler, then move it out of the way.
Step 5 Remove the brace that holds up the radiator. Step 7 Unscrew the nut that holds the
battery cable to the alternator, then remove the cable. Step 8 Unbolt and remove the alternator.
Step 2 Unbolt the upper radiator support and remove it. Step 4 Remove the belt--loosening the
bolts should have relieved the tension. Step 5 Unplug the connectors from the alternator. Step 6
Unbolt the alternator and pull it out. Never work on the electrical system without first
disconnecting the battery. Jack 3 jack stands for 2. Ask your alternator shop if you can get a
discount for trading in the old part. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Please
also check out the statistics and reliability analysis of the Dodge Intrepid based on all problems
reported for the Intrepid. We bought a used in It ran okay, thoughe h the oil pressure light and
engine light would come on when idling. We were assured by the dealer we bought it from that it
was just sensor and not to worry. Had some small problems with it, nothing too major. They just
seemed to happen all the time. Continued to have the problems with the oil pressure light and
engine light. Should have gotten rid of it then, but didn't have the money for a new car. The
gauges didn't indicate anything, all of them including the spedometer went to 0. It started
gushing water and antifreeze. The engine is shot, it is now a gold lawn ornament. We
maintained the car, oil changes every mi etc. Was told its due to "sludge" in the engine and that
its a common problem with Dodges 2. Wish I would've known this before I bought the car, and I
wish someone would do something about the ton yard ornament I now have. Car Problems.
Other Electrical System related problems of the Dodge Intrepid. Electrical System problems 4.
Electrical System problems. Battery problems. Horn Assembly problems. Underhood Wiring
problems. O2 Sensor problems. Fuses And Circuit Breaker problems. Wiring problems. The
alternator on your Dodge, whether it's a car, truck or van, is an essential piece of its electrical
system. In fact, if the alternator is not working perfectly, your Dodge will soon begin to
experience serious problems. For example, with an improperly functioning alternator, the
battery will quickly drain. Without a fully charged battery, the vehicle will not start. Thus, with a
bad alternator, you face the risk of being stranded anywhere at any time. Thankfully, there are
things you can do to troubleshoot your Dodge's alternator in your own garage. Open the hood
of your Dodge with the engine turned off. Locate the alternator. Depending on your model of
Dodge, the location will vary. It will, though, have a belt running to it. Check this belt to make
sure it is tight. If the belt is loose, you can try tightening it by adjusting the alternator on its
mounting bracket. You will need a wrench or socket set to accomplish this. Also, while you
have your tools and with the engine still turned off, you should remove any guards or covers
from the battery. Connect the digital voltmeter to your Dodge's battery terminals. Be sure to
connect the positive clip on the volt voltmeter to the positive post and the negative clip to your
battery's negative post. The reading you receive will reflect the charge of the battery alone. A
reading around A reading below 12 volts may indicate your Dodge's battery is the culprit.
Charge the battery and, without running the car in the meantime, test it again the next day.
Another low reading would mean that your battery is bad or that you have a short circuit in the
wiring. Disconnect the voltmeter from the battery posts and ask a friend or family member to get
behind the wheel and start the Dodge. Then reconnect the voltmeter to the battery exactly as
you did before. Now ask your friend or family member to turn on the Dodge's headlights and trip
them to high beam. Look at the voltmeter. At this point, you should witness a reading anywhere
from A variance of a few tenths of a volt is okay. Now ask your friend or family member to
increase the RPM of the Dodge to approximately 1, or a fast idle. Read the voltmeter again. This

time a reading between If you see anything below Listen to the Dodge's alternator while the
engine is running. The alternator should be quiet. If you hear squealing, rattling or grinding
coming from the alternator, it will need repair or replacement. Arthur Barnhouse has written
numerous short stories, contributed content to various websites and was an invited speaker at
a university symposium on creative writing. He began writing in and holds a Bachelor of Arts in
English literature from the University of Pittsburgh. Barnhouse has driven across the United
States numerous times and draws upon his travel experiences in his writing. Step 1 Open the
hood of your Dodge with the engine turned off. Step 2 Locate the alternator. Step 3 Connect the
digital voltmeter to your Dodge's battery terminals. Step 4 Disconnect the voltmeter from the
battery posts and ask a friend or family member to get behind the wheel and start the Dodge.
Step 5 Look at the voltmeter. Wrench or socket set volt digital voltmeter Friend or family
member to help. The Dodge Intrepid is a full sized front-wheel drive four-door sedan that was
produced by Dodge Chrysler for model years to The Intrepid was sold in Canada as the Chrysler
Intrepid. With Dodge's introduction to Mexico during that time, it was badged as a Dodge,
replacing the Dynasty which had been sold there under the Chrysler brand. The Intrepid's
design goes back to , when designer Kevin Verduyn completed the initial exterior design of a
new aerodynamic concept sedan called Navajo. The design never passed the clay model stage.
It was also at this time that the Chrysler Corporation purchased bankrupt Italian sports car
manufacturer Lamborghini. The Navajo's exterior design was reworked and became the
Lamborghini Portofino , released as a concept at the Frankfurt Auto Show. The Portofino was
heralded as a design triumph, setting in motion Chrysler's decision to produce a production
sedan with the Portofino's revolutionary exterior design, called " cab forward ". The cab forward
design was characterized by the long, low slung windshield, and relatively short overhangs. The
wheels were effectively pushed to the corners of the car, creating a much larger passenger
cabin than the contemporaries of the time. During this time, Chrysler began designing the
replacement for the then-new Dodge Dynasty, which was a mid-size car. The acquiring
automaker was in desperate need to replicate the AMC and Renault corporate culture where
work was conducted in an atmosphere "of constant change". The Premier's longitudinal engine
mounting layout was inherited, as was the front suspension geometry, and parts of the braking
system. The chassis itself became a flexible architecture capable of supporting front or
rear-wheel drive designated "LH" and "LX" respectively. The chassis design was continually
refined throughout the following years, as it underpinned more Chrysler prototypes: the
Chrysler Millennium and Eagle Optima. The transmission was inspired by the Premier's Audi
and ZF automatics. The initial standard 3. The Intrepid was available in two trim levels: base and
the sportier, better-equipped ES, which added four-wheel disc brakes, 16" wheels with better
tires, and stiffer "touring" suspension damping. All Intrepids received driver and front
passenger airbags, a rarity at the time, as well as air conditioning and the four-speed automatic
transmission. Anti-lock brakes were optional, as was traction control and the more powerful 3.
The Intrepid's launch marked a new image for the Dodge brand, which began to market itself as
"The New Dodge" with a marketing campaign featuring actor Edward Herrmann , who would go
on to serve as the brand's spokesperson for the rest of the decade. Changes were few over the
Intrepid's initial five-year production. A new variable-assist power steering rack replaced the
original for , allowing for easier parking while maintaining a firmer feel at speed. The touring
suspension tuning was also made standard equipment in the base model this year. Anti-lock
brakes were made standard in the ES in , and in a new manual shift function for the automatic
transmission , called Autostick , was inherited from the Eagle Vision TSi: the first transmission
of its kind available in a mainstream car. In addition, Chrysler updated the Dodge Intrepid for the
model year, adding the previous Dodge Ram logo, which was used from Each exterior treatment
uses a hoodline and chrome accented daytime running lights with body colored accents. The
LH cars were redesigned for the model year, with the Intrepid being designed by Robert
Boniface and taking 31 months from design freeze to commencement. The engines were
replaced by two new all-aluminum units: a DOHC 2. At the same time the 3. The Intrepid was
completely redesigned for the model year, arriving in showrooms during late Body shells were
designed to be stronger and stiffer, as well as incorporating double-shear suspension mounts
and integrated side impact protection. The second generation was marketed to the commercial
and government markets, particularly the base and SE trim levels. These packages had
distinctive styling differences such as small hub caps and additional wiring to support strobes
and flashers in the trunk compartment and in the front by the grill. The 3. These packages and
some non-police non-commercial packages featured plastic front-end intake vents that routed
air onto the rotors for additional cooling and stopping power. Marlin was the first to win in a
Dodge, giving the marque its first victory since Neil Bonnett 's win at Ontario. In the late s,
Chrysler used the Intrepid as a research platform for a hybrid electric vehicle in a diesel-electric

configuration. The first vehicle was built in a series hybrid configuration, while the next two
were considered mild hybrids. These were attempted in the time frame of to The ESX design
team set a high goal of making the vehicle capable of sipping gasoline at the rate of 80 miles per
US gallon 2. The figure was impressive for such a vehicle. However, the car used a number of
exotic materials, which made the cost excessive if it were ever to go into full-scale production.
Part of this price increase was caused by the use of lead-acid batteries. The vehicle was made
much lighter than normal by using an aluminum frame and carbon fiber composite material.
This version used nickel metal hydride batteries. It used less expensive materials, such as
injection-molded thermoplastic instead of carbon fiber. The second-generation Intrepid again
made the list for and Both generations won Consumer Guide's "Best Buy" award. Some
second-generation 2. An unknown number of Intrepid owners have been affected. Fixes include
changing to synthetic oil, inspection, and even engine replacement. During the Chrysler
bankruptcy proceedings, there was concern among consumer advocate groups that Chrysler's
proposed "free and clear" sale of assets to "New Chrysler" would allow the automaker to avoid
liability for the oil sludge defect. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This article needs
additional citations for verification. Please help improve this article by adding citations to
reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. Motor vehicle. This
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Australian timeline Chinese timeline. Yes, so 2 40 amp fuses gives you 80 amps max draw. I see
no apparent need to upgrade your alternator, or the power wiring for that matter 4 gauge is fine.
Consider the big 3- do a search if you're not sure what this is. I found this geepherder. What
gauge of wire use i use. And i should be able to connect the pos and neg up to the battery
terminals by the engine right. Cause my battery is by the right front tire. Thanks for the help
geepherder. Close Menu. Car Security. Ohm's Law Calculators. Relay Diagrams. Subwoofer
Wiring. Vehicle Wiring. Recent Topics. Site Search. Site Menu. Advanced Search. My system is
pioneer filpout, 2 PG I have a yellow top in the trunk with two circuit breakers. And two amp
wafer fuses. My question is which alt should i upgrade to and how many amps for my car. And
should upgrade the power wire to the trunk too 2ga or 0 ga. Rigth now i have 4 ga. One of the
amps I just got so it is not in the car for now. For the alt im think about Mean Green or Ohio
generators. Which one would you choose and what amp would be best for my car. Thanks Erik.
Back to Top. Location: Alberta, Canada. Get the largest one available that will fit. What is the
combined total fuse rating of your amplifiers? This points to the alternator that you should be
looking at. Def
youtube acura mdx 2017
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inintely upgrade the power and ground wire to 0 gauge. Read the grounding stickies at the top
of the forum as it applies to you. The power wire from the front to back needs to be 0 gauge and
fused at each end. For the power wire right now i have from the front to a circuit breaker to the
back to and one more. And off the back battery the fused dist block. Wolud this still work for my
new setup. It sounds like you're protected at both batteries, so this is correct. Would this be
rigth. Sorry, you can NOT post a reply. This topic is closed. Printable version. Search the12volt.
Follow the12volt. Any user assumes the entire risk as to the accuracy and use of this
information. Please verify all wire colors and diagrams before applying any information. You
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